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When news of the US travel shutdown came, it was 1:30 a.m. in Copenhagen.  I had been
up late with my friends, watching a movie to celebrate the end of our midterms.  With the delivery
of one email, the world to which I had become accustomed changed entirely.  In the four hours that
followed the news that we would have to leave, I frantically packed my bags, got a ticket back to the
US, and said goodbye to the place that had become my home, and the people that had become like
a second family.  It was far from easy, having to flee in the middle of the night, unable and
unprepared to say a proper goodbye to the place that meant so much to me.  Yet as I packed, I
realized that I wasn't alone.  All of my friends were helping each other get their things together, hail
taxis, and get to the airport.  No sooner had I landed in the US than I had dozens of messages and
voicemails checking on me, making sure I got home okay.

Before leaving, I was worried about what would happen to our friendships once we were no
longer together every day.  I was terrified of what would happen to my friends and family, and to the
relationships we shared.  After experiencing the love that was exchanged before our unexpected
departure, I had faith that we would be okay.  Since that night, I have remained in contact almost
daily with my friends, mentors, and colleagues from Denmark.  I set aside time each week to catch
up with those who still live in different time zones.  I look forward every day to talking to my best
friend.  Even now that we are separated and, in some cases, physically alone, I know that I am still
connected to those wonderful people and that amazing place.  Being back in North Carolina has also
brought me closer to my family, and to the friends I left behind last year.  Although there are times
when I feel lonely, and times when I still miss my friends and family, and yes, Denmark, I take
comfort in the fact that we are all in this together.  Whether we are separated or apart, we still have
one another.  I do not know what the future holds for our world, but I have faith that when we return
to our lives outside of quarantine, we will be stronger than ever as a church, as a community, and as
a family of faith.

 
Prayer: 

O Lord, in this time of isolation and loneliness, we thank you for the friendships, families,
and community ties that bind us together.  Although we feel the absence of others as an ache in our
hearts, remind us that we are not alone.  Though our lives are filled with uncertainty, help us to be
sure in our love for one another.  Enrich our lives with safe and meaningful interactions and remind
us that we are never alone with you in our lives.  Give us the strength to have faith in one another,
and faith in you.  Amen.


